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Shadow IT— Employees that bring “unapproved” applications into the 

workplace (eg: cloud storage, chat, Meeting or CRM tools) are telling you 

something about the tools you’ve provided. Either they aren’t the right tools, 

or maybe there’s something they need that you haven’t delivered at all. Use 

this as an opportunity to adopt solutions that fill the need and make your 

people more productive! 

 

Data Exports — Users export data so that they can get answers from it that the 

data source isn’t providing. If this is happening in your organization, this would 

be a great time to lean into a corporate-wide deployment of a data analytics 

platform such as Power BI. Analytics tools provide your people with better 

intelligence, and reduces data leakage risk! 

 

Custom Software— Often seen as a “last resort”, and frequently identified as a 

security risk, custom written software can be a real headache. However, 

modern low-code/no-code solutions allow you to build custom workflows on 

platforms that take the security and lifecycle management out of the equation. 

All the benefits, without the risk! 

Security as a Foundation for 

Innovation 

Risk, Redefined as Opportunity 

Competitive, modern businesses aren’t afraid of change. They are evolving customer 

communication channels, leveraging AI and Machine Learning, and providing more transparent 

access to internal data and processes in real-time. However, none of that is possible without 

world-class security. Microsoft’s implementation of Zero Trust standards can open the door to 

a world where security risks become indicators of opportunity.  
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Let Envision Help You to 

Modernize 

Microsoft Consulting & Zero Trust—leveraging the most powerful and comprehensive suite of tools 

in the world, let us help you get the most security and productivity out of the 365 platform 

 

Cybersecurity—with human-centric penetration testing and the latest security tools, our Red Team 

will attack in the same way a threat actor would, exposing risk that other companies overlook 

 

Managed Services—support center, monitoring, and platform management – all provided without 

forcing you into a termed contract or making you pay set-up fees 

 

Data Analytics & Automation—Our Power Platform specialists deliver new insights from existing 

data, and help your business scale without increasing overhead 

 

Infrastructure & Cloud Consulting—From modern wireless backbones, to micro segmentation, and 

hybrid or cloud-native datacenters, our engineering talent has you covered 

 

Web Design & Custom Development—Your digital presence is the centerpiece of your 

communication with the world. We ensure that it reflects your culture and goals, while remaining 

brand consistent across all channels 

 

Digital Transformation—Convert legacy processes and forms into digitally optimized, custom 

workflows by engaging with our team of full-stack application and middleware developers 

We deliver solutions that are Modern, Secure, Innovative and designed to help your 

organization compete in a rapidly changing marketplace.  

Envision has experts that can help you with: 

envisionsuccess.net 


